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• one Dessert Roll OR twenty 5in strips cut across the 
width of the fabric

• one 13½in square for centre
• four 5in x 14in rectangles in four solid colours for the 

border corners
• 50cms binding fabric

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

• Trim the eight strips in red/orange colourway and the eight strips in blue/green colourway to measure 4in 
wide.  The excess is spare.

• Leave your four border strips at 5in wide and trim them to measure 42in long.
• Cut the binding into six 2½in wide strips across the width of the fabric.

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

We acknowledge that the inspiration for the quilt centre came from a free pattern from Modkids 
which we have adapted for use with our Tabby Road Dessert Roll.

Quilt Size: 58in x 58in

1.  Sew the eight red/orange strips together into a strip 
unit as shown. Alternate the direction in which you 
sew the strips together as this will stop the strip units 
‘bowing’. Press the seams in one direction.  Check that 
your strip unit measures 28½in wide.

TABBY ROAD TWIST 

You need to sort your fabrics as follows:
• eight strips in red/orange colourway
• eight strips in blue/green colourway
• four strips for the borders

SORTING YOUR FABRICS

INSTRUCTIONS 2.  Repeat with the eight blue/green strips to make
a strip unit as shown.

3. Trim the strip units to measure 42½in long.28½in

28½in

42½in
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4.  Take the red/orange strip unit and mark 7in from 
the top left and 7in from the bottom right.

5. Using an extra long quilting ruler,  or two rulers lined 
up end to end,  line up the two marked dots and
cut in half diagonally.

6.  Repeat steps 4-5 with the blue/green strip unit.

7.  At the top corner of each unit, using a quilting ruler, 
cut away a 90° right angle triangle from the marked 
7in edge as shown. 

Tip: This could be just marked with a line and cut away
after sewing when the block is squared off.

8.  Lay one red unit and the 13½in centre square right 
sides together as shown and partially sew together,
leaving a couple of inches unsewn at the end. 

9.  Carefully press open and this will create a straight 
edge to sew the next unit. You are dealing with bias 
edges here so be careful not to pull or press your fabric 
out of shape.

mark 7in 
from the left

mark 7in from 
the right

cut

45°
90°

leave couple inches unsewn

straight edge partial seam
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10.  With right sides together, sew a blue unit along the 
straight edge as shown. Gently press open.

11.  Sew another red unit and then sew the last blue
unit. You can then complete the partial seam to 
complete the block. Press gently and square up the
block if necessary.

13.  Measure your quilt and cut all four border lengths
to the size of your quilt plus 4½in.

14. Pin and sew the first border strip to the quilt, 
leaving a few inches at the end of your quilt unsewn. 
Your border strip will overhang your quilt by 4½in.

15.  Sew your second border along the straight edge 
and continue sewing the border strips to your quilt. 
Once the fourth border is sewn you can complete the
partial seam.

Your quilt is now complete. 
Quilt as desired and bind to finish.

ADDING THE BORDERS
12.  Sew a solid 5in x 14in rectangle to each of the  
5in x 42in strips allocated for the borders.

partial 
seam

straight 
edge

Trim the corners if you 
haven’t already done so 
in step 7.

Corners showing if you 
have marked them in 
step 7 to cut later.


